Active Network Monitoring by The Lorenzi Group

How PRODUCTIVE are your employees? Are they working? Are they Working Efficiently?
Did you know that if employees were increased productivity by only 15 minutes a day, businesses would see a 2.5% increase to their Bottom-Line?
Never before have businesses been able to monitor worker productivity of an employee at the computer. The closest they come is typing – WPM
(words per minute). Active Network Monitoring by The Lorenzi Group changes that. We are creating and implementing hard METRICS that provide
a complete picture of employee activity and usage at the computer or mobile device platform. Our service can monitor user activity and
interactions and identify inappropriate behavior, acceptable behavior, and exceptional behavior.

Productivity Check List














Rate employees by performance
Track online Communications, including: Email, Webmail, IM’s, and posts
Identify “lost” billable hours (did you know that people who bill hourly tend to give away up to 20 hours a week for free – they forgot to
track it!)
Identify Most frequently visited websites (is it a job board? Sports site? Shopping site? Competitor?)
Identify risky online behavior (inappropriate software downloads, sexually explicit chat sessions, pornography)
Identify Excessive Printing
Identify Inappropriate File downloads and uploads (Tends to occur right before someone quits)
Improve Training effectiveness
Improve Hardware & Software Resource Management (software licenses get expensive, how many are really needed?)
Improve Bandwidth management and allocation
Improve the overall business process flow (Identify what the top achievers do and create a model around it – they can’t tell you because
they don’t know, they just do it)
Independent Productivity, Security, & Compliance Audits
Ability to Manage Electronic Evidence without Damage or Spoliation

Active Network Monitoring by The Lorenzi Group – We work with your team to coordinate, aggregate, generate, collate and continually
disseminate all of the reports your business needs. Additionally, we provide ANALYTICS to show operations strengths and weaknesses, including:
Employee Productivity, Online Risky Behavior, Actual Time Lost Online, Application Usage, Software Licensing Needs, and More.
As an independent organization, our audit reports and advisory services help your team grow. There is no bias or skewing the results, we show
them, as they are… and then offer suggestions on how to improve. If you need to terminate someone or shift their responsibilities, our detailed
reporting provides you with the hard data back-up you need. It’s all right there in the reports. Discrimination claims can be dismissed quickly.
The Lorenzi Group has been involved with Digital Forensics and Data Security for years (we still are). We’ve recently developed a proactive solution
to increase employee productivity while exponentially increasing data security and protecting businesses. These developments allow us to work
with clients in REAL-TIME to ensure Productivity, Compliance, and Security for their business. Our new service is designed to be highly effective,
reliable, and easy to use. We take terabytes of data (1’s and 0’s) and present them in an easy to understand format. If you’re concerned about
how you can optimize productivity while simultaneously streamlining the effectiveness of how you run your business, contact The Lorenzi Group
today.

This is a sample of the reporting we can handle. If you have a specific need you do not see listed here, contact us to discuss:

866-632-9880 x123
info@thelorenzigroup.com

